Stephen Glick, Chamber Insurance Trust

Stephen Glick’s experience in the insurance business spans more than 30 years. He initiated his career on Wall Street and then entered the insurance business with John Hancock of New York. Here he acted as a general agent for the company. He then worked with Union Central Life Insurance Company in New York, where he started three offices throughout New York and Connecticut. In 1984 Stephen started his own fringe benefit firm called Coordinated Financial Resources which continues to provide over a thousand businesses in Connecticut with insurance. After observing the need for cost-effective benefit solutions for the local business community, Stephen Glick created the Chamber Insurance Trust (CIT). He worked directly with the Chambers and established a voluntary alliance of all the participating Chambers of Commerce across Connecticut. The program brings together the combined buying power of thousands of chamber members, the local agents within the community and top insurance carriers in order to provide affordable benefits. From its inception in 1992, CIT services businesses and insures thousands of members from the Chambers of Commerce throughout Connecticut. He was a first mover in bringing Health Savings Accounts to the State of Connecticut and was selected by President George W. Bush to share in a panel to launch such programs in the State. Presently, Stephen is recognized as a leader and innovator on Health Literacy and guiding the business community on how to integrate the Public Exchange programs with private carrier healthcare in order to offer the most affordable, comprehensive and long-term healthcare to their employees.

Presentation Topics: Health Care Reform and Compliance: How to coordinate benefits with public and Federal programs and How to communicate the Affordable Care Act to employees • Integrating public and private healthcare for the individual and the small business community • Wellness trends and programs available through your Chamber • Aetna: Understanding Prescription Drugs • Harvard Pilgrim: Health Care 101 with CIT and Harvard Pilgrim • Health Care Literacy Chamber Road Show “Eat Right” Rewards Program • ERISA • Affordable Care Act Regulation and implementation • Impacts of the Affordable Care Act- Year One, Now and Tomorrow

Audience: Business owners and Human resource managers, Companies from 1-250 employees

Contact:
Phone: (203) 795-9756